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1. INTRODUCTION
Let (M, g) denote a smooth compact Riemannian manifold without
boundary. Via Weyl’s invariant theory we know that all local scalar
invariants of Riemannian geometry are linear combinations of monomials
of covariant derivatives of Riemannian curvatures, which are constructed
by pairing their indices and contracting to a scalar. A typical example, for
instance, is the scalar curvature {. One can define the order of a local
invariant as its homogeneity under a constant rescaling of the metric. Since
the conformal class of metrics of a given metric g on M consists of all
metrics e2|g, where | is any smooth function on M, any integration of a
local invariant becomes a functional over the function space C(M). One
interesting class of such functionals over a given conformal class [ g] is
given by the conformal primitives of local invariants in the following sense:
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Definition. A functional F[|] over a conformal class is conformal
primitive of another functional G’[|] if
d
d= } ==0 F[|+=’]=G’[|],
for all ’, | # C(M). In the special case when G’[|]=M ’(Ud vol)[|],
where U is a local invariant, and where Ud vol[|] denotes Ud vol taken
with respect to the metric g|=e2|g0 , then we simply say that F[|] is a
conformal primitive of U.
One typical example is that the integration of the scalar curvature is a
conformal primitive of the scalar curvature (up to a constant multiple)
when M has its dimension larger than two. That is,
d
d= } ==0 |M ({ dv)[|+=’]=(m&2) |M ’({ dv)[|], (1.1)
where m=dim(M). In dimension 2, the integration of the Gaussian cur-
vature K (a topological invariant) is no longer a conformal primitive of the
Gaussian curvature, instead, the zeta functional determinant of the
Laplacian operator happens to be the conformal primitive of the Gaussian
curvature (up to a constant multiple) when the volume is preserved:
d
d= } ==0 log det 2[|+=’]=&
1
6? |M ’(K dv)[|]. (1.2)
One observes that the Polyakov formula [Po, RS] can easily be derived
from (1.2).
More generally, if A is a conformally covariant, natural (as defined in
Section 2 below), elliptic, formally self-adjoint differential operator of order
2l (the conformal Laplacian is a typical operator of this kind), then we
have
TrL2 exp(&tA)t :

n=0
an(A) t(n&m)2l. (1.3)
It is known that an(A) is an integration of local invariant, say Un(A), of
order n by the naturality assumptions. Moreover, (1(m&n)) an(A) is a
conformal primitive of the local invariant Un(A) for n{m.
d
d= } ==0 an(A[|+=’])=(m&n) |M ’(Un(A) dv)[|], (1.4)
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and the replacement of am(A) (a conformal index) for a conformal
primitive of Um(A) is the zeta functional determinant of A minus the effect
of zero mode of A, which can be considered as a generalized Polyakov for-
mula. Indeed, in dimension 4, a general formula (which we call generalized
Polyakov formula)
;1 |
M
| |C| 2+;2 { 12 |M |P4|+|M |Q=
+ 12 ;3 {|M ({2 dv)[|]&|M ({2 dv)[0]= (1.5)
for a conformal primitive of U4(A) was explicitly computed in [BO],
where P4 is the Paneitz operator and Q the Paneitz curvature as defined
and discussed in Section 3, Remark 3.2 below.
On manifolds with smooth boundary, one can consider elliptic boundary
value problem and proceed similarly as above. For example, in [A1]
Alvarez has considered the Laplacian operator with the Dirichlet boundary
value on a compact surface and derived the formula
log
det 2[|]
det 2[0]
=&
1
6? {
1
2 |M |{||
2+|
M
|K[0]+
M
|k[0]=
&
1
4? {M (k ds)[|]&M (k ds)[0]= , (1.6)
where k is the geodesic curvature of M.
In a recent paper, Branson and Gilkey [BG-2] have derived formulas
which partially generalize the formula (1.6) above for certain elliptic
boundary value problems (A, B) on compact 4-manifolds with smooth
boundary. The main goal of our present paper is, starting from the formula
of a4(A, B) given in Theorem 3.7 in [BG-2], to derive a full generalization
of formula (1.6) for compact 4 manifolds with boundary. In doing so, we
shall extract some additional information for a4(A, B) of boundary value
problems (A, B) which satisfy analytic, naturality and conformal assump-
tions in order to be able to write a4(A, B) as conformal variations of
integrals of local invariants with some necessary exceptional terms. In a
subsequent companion paper [CQ-2], we can then explore the analytic
and geometric nature of the formula to study the extremal metrics of the
zeta functional determinants under conformal change of metrics. We also
partially generalize in [CQ-2] results of [OPS-1, OPS-2, BCY, CY] about
isospectral compactness to 4-manifolds with boundary.
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This paper is organized as follows. In the Introduction, we will state the
main results and explain some main ideas in the proofs. In Section 2 below,
we will first recall the basic facts about the heat invariants and the zeta
functional determinants for elliptic boundary value problems from [BG-2].
Then to illustrate our method to compute the zeta functional determinant
for quotient of two conformal metrics, we will derive the determinant for-
mula for a compact 3-manifold with boundary. The main result in this sec-
tion is (all the technical assumptions in the statement in this section are
defined in Sections 2 and 3 below):
Theorem 2.2. Let M be a compact 3-manifold with smooth boundary.
Suppose that it satisfies analytic, naturality and conformal assumptions and
that (A, B) has no zero eigenvalue, one has
&
1
2l
log
det(A, B)[|]
det(A, B)[0]
=:1 {12 M |{| | 2 dy+M K[0] | dy=
+:2 
M
|((H 2&2 |L| 2) dy)[0]
+
1
4
; {M (H2 ds)[0]&M (H 2 ds)[|]=
+
1
2
# {M \\F+
1
4
H 2+ ds+ [0]
&
M \\F+
1
4
H 2+ ds+ [|]= . (1.7)
The four constants :1 , :2 , ; and # depend only on (A, B).
We would like to remark that some version of the formula (1.7) has also
appeared in [B-3].
In Section 3, we will explore the conformal primitive property of the heat
coefficient of some elliptic boundary value problem on compact manifolds
with boundary. As a consequence we obtain some formulas for zeta func-
tional determinant on compact 4-manifolds with boundary. The main
result is:
Theorem 3.3. Let M be a 4-manifold with smooth boundary. Suppose
that (A, B) satisfies analytic, naturality and conformal assumptions and that
(A, B) has no zero eigenvalues. Then
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&
1
2l
log
det(A, B)[|]
det(A, B)[0]
=;1 |
M
|( |C| 2 dv)[0]+;2 {b2[|]+ 112 D[|]=
+
1
2
;3 {|M (J2 dv)[|]&|M (J2 dv)[0]=
+;4 
M
|(L4 ds)[0]+;5 
M
|(L5 ds)[0]
++1 
M
((T ds)[|]&(T ds)[0])
++2 
M
(({~ H ds)[w]&({~ H ds)[0])
++3 
M
((({H&3FH) ds)[|]&(({H&FH) ds)[0])
++4 
M
(((FH&3(G, L) ) ds)[|]&((FH&3(G, L) ) ds)[0])
++5 
M
((H 3 ds)[|]&H3 ds)[0])
++6 
M
(((H 3&9Tr L3) ds)[|]&((H 3&9Tr L3) ds)[0]), (1.8)
for 11 constants [;n]5&=1 and [+i]
6
i=1 depending only on (A, B), where
b3[|]= 14 |
M
|P4| dv+ 12 |
M
|Q dv+ 12 
M
|P3 | ds+
M
|T ds
(1.9)
D[|]=
M
(&{& 13 H
2+3F) |N ds&
M
H| ; NN ds&
M
H2 | ds.
In proving Theorem 3.3 above, we have discovered a boundary operator
P3 defined on the boundary of compact 4-manifolds which is conformal
covariant of bidegree (3, 0). There is also a natural curvature operator T of
order 3 associated with P3 . As we shall see in the discussion of Section 3,
Remarks 3.1 to 3.5 below, the relation between P3 and T to that of the
Paneitz operator P4 and Q on 4-manifolds is analogous to that of the
Neumann operator and geodesic curvature k to that of the Laplacian
operator and Gaussian curvature K on compact surfaces.
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There are three main steps in our derivation of formula (1.8). The first
step is a simple but key observation:
Proposition 3.2. Let M be a Riemannian manifold of dimension m with
smooth boundary. Suppose that (A, B) satisfied analytic, naturality, and con-
formal assumptions. Then am(’, A[|], B[|]) has a conformal primitive.
As we shall see, Proposition 3.2 enables us to reduce the number of
undetermined coefficients in a4(’, A[|], B[|]) from 13 (given in [BG-2])
to 11.
In a second step, we compute the conformal variations of integrals of all
boundary local scalar invariants of order 3. We then apply Proposition 3.2
to express a4(’, A[|], B[|]) as conformal variations of integrals of local
invariants with some necessary exceptional terms. The result in this step is
summarized in (3.40.1), (3.40.2) and Theorem 3.2. We then obtain as
Corollary 3.1 some formula for the log-determinant functional for (A, B).
In the last step, we choose a basis of sic independent integrals of bound-
ary local scalar invariants of order 3, each reflects some geometric property
of the boundary M, and derive Theorem 3.3 from Corollary 3.1.
2. BASICS AND FUNCTIONAL DETERMINANTS
IN DIMENSION 3
We will first recall the framework set up in [BG-2] and at the same time
introduce all notations. Let M be a smooth compact m-dimensional
Riemannian manifold with smooth boundary M. For simplicity we will
only consider operators acting on the space of functions on M, although all
the statements in this paper continue to be valid for operators acting on the
space of sections of a tensor-spinor bundle over M.
Analytic assumptions. Assume A is a differential operator of order 2l,
which is formally self-adjoint and has positive definite leading symbol.
Assume also that B is an operator on the bundle of Cauchy data for A on
M such that the pair (A, B) is elliptic.
Naturality assumptions. Assume that A and B are geometric differential
operators on (M, M): i.e. they are defined independently of the choices of
local coordinates on (M, M).
Conformal assumptions. Assume that both A and B are conformally
covariant of bidegree (a1 , a2) and (b1 , b2) in the following sense
A[|]( f )=e&a1|A[0](ea2|f )B[|](g)=e&b1|B[0](eb2|g),
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for some real numbers a1 , a2 , b1 , b2 and any f # C(M), g # C(M). And
assume that
B[0](ea2|g)=0 if and only if B[|](g)=0,
for any | # C(M ).
Remark 2.1. The very typical examples of pairs (A, B) which satisfy the
three assumptions above are
A=L=2+
m&2
4(m&1)
{
the conformal Laplacian of bidegree ((m+2)2, (m&2)2), and B is either
the Dirichlet boundary condition or
B=R=&N+
m&2
2(m&1)
H
the Robin operator of bidegree (m2, (m&2)2).
Remark 2.2. Results in this paper can also be established for operators
satisfying conditions somewhat weaker than the 3 assumptions above.
Interested readers are referred to [BG-2] for details.
If (A, B) satisfies the above three assumptions, then for any f # C(M ),
TrL2 f exp(&tAB)t :

n=0
an( f, A, B) t (n&m)2l, t  0+, (2.1)
where
an( f, A, B)=|
M
fIn(A) dx+ :
n&1
i=0

M
NifBn, i (A, B) dy, (2.2)
for some interior local invariant In(A) of order n and some boundary local
invariants Bn, i (A, B) of order n&i&1, where Nif is the i th covariant
derivative of f in the inward normal direction on the boundary M.
Let
‘(A, B)(s)= :
*j{0
|*j | &s, (2.3)
where *j are all eigenvalues of the boundary value problem (A, B). Clearly
this zeta function is only well-defined for s with sufficiently large real part.
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It can be regularized and becomes analytic at s=0 via meromorphic con-
tinuation (cf. [RS, BG-2]). For example, in the special case when (A, B)
has only positive eigenvalues, then
‘(A, B)(s)=
1
1(s) |

0
ts&1 Tr(e&tAB) dt,
via the Mellin transform. Then we formly define
log det(A, B)=&‘$(A, B)(0). (2.4)
Theorem 2.1 (Theorems 2.10 and 2.12 [BG-2]). Suppose that (A, B)
satisfies above analytic, naturality, and conformal assumptions. Then
d
d= } ==0 am(1, A, B)[|+=’]=0 (2.5)
and
d
d= } ==0 ‘$(A, B)[|+=’](0)=2l {am(’, A, B)[|]& :*j=0 |M ’ |,j[|]|
2 dx[|]= ,
(2.6)
where ,j[|] are normalized eigenfunction of (A, B)[|] with eigenvalues
*j=0.
Notice that the dimension of the zero eigenspace of (A, B)[|] is
invariant within a given conformal class of metrics by the conformal
covariance of (A, B). In the special case when (A, B) has no zero eigen-
values, then to compute the quotient of zeta functional determinants is
equivalent to compute the normalized conformal primitive of &2lam . In
this case we have by (2.6), if we denote log(det(A, B)[|]det(A, B)[0]) by
F[|],
F$t[t|]=&2lam(|, A, B)[t|], (2.7)
where the right-hand side is a polynomial in t of order at most m. Thus
integrating with respect to t from 0 to 1, one finds the formula of F[|].
The expression of F[|] computed in this way will not in general be in
geometric form. On the other hand, in light of Polyakov-Alvarez formula
(1.6), one would like to have F[|] expressed in geometric quantities.
For the rest of this section we shall derive F[|] as a generalization of
(1.6) for compact 3-manifold with boundary. We will first introduce some
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notations. Denote by g the metric on M. Let Rijkl be the Riemannian cur-
vature tensor of g. The Ricci tensor is denote by \ij=Rkikj , and the scalar
curvature by {=Rijij . Let N be the inward unit geodesic normal in a collar
of M in M. The second fundamental form L of the boundary embedding
is a symmetric 2-tensor defined by Lab=&12Ngab . Its trace H=L
a
a is a
multiple of the mean curvature of M. A symmetric 2-tensor G is defined
as Gab=R
a
NbN , and we denote F=G
a
a . Another symmetric 2-tensor T is
defined by Tab=Rcabc . Intrinsic objects on M which are analogous to
objects on M will usually be denoted with a tilde. The volume element of
M will be denoted by dx (or dv), while the volume element of M will be
denoted by dy (or ds). Our sign convention is that for the Laplacian
operator on R1, we have 2=&(d 2dx2).
Let us start with the formula for the coefficient a3 in the expansion (2.1).
From Weyl’s invariants theory, by choosing bases of local invariants of the
order 0, 1, 2 we may express a3( f, A, B) as
a3( f, A, B)=
M
f[:1K+:2H 2+:3 |L| 2+:4F] dy
+
M
[;f ; NH+#f ; NN] dy, (2.8)
where K is the Gaussian curvature of M.
We will first compute conformal variations of all local invariants and
those invariants involving a mixture of local invariants and locally
invariant analytic expression of f, which we call local argumented
invariants.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose M is a compact Riemannian 3-manifold with
smooth boundary M. Then
K[|] e2|&K[0]=2| (2.9.1)
Lab[|] e|=Lab[0]&|N$ab
|L| 2 [|] e2|=|L| 2 [0]&2H[0] |N+2(|N)2,
(2.9.2)
H[|] e|=H[0]&2|N
H 2 [|] e2|=H2[0]&4H[0] |N+4(|N)2
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F[|] e2|=F[0]&2| ; NN+2 |+H[0] |N&|{ || 2, (2.9.3)
(H’N)[|]=e&2|(H[0]&2|N) ’N[0]=e&2|((H’N)[0]&2|N’N), (2.9.4)
’ ; NN[|]=e&2|(’ ; NN[0]&’N|N+’a|a). (2.9.5)
Since the computation for all the formulas above are straightforward, we
will skip the proof of Lemma 2.1 here.
Corollary 2.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, one has
a3(’, A, B)=
M
’[:1K+:2(H 2&2 |L| 2)] ds+
M
[;’ ; NH+#’ ; NN] ds.
(2.10)
Proof. This is a simple consequence of (2.5) and Lemma 2.1. The main
observation is that by formulas in (2.9.1) and (2.9.2) we have

M
(K dy)[|]=
M
(K dy)[0]
(2.11)
(H2&2 |L| 2)[|] e2|=(H 2&2 |L| 2)[0].
We will now begin to derive the formula in Theorem 2.2. To do so, we
will first compute the conformal primitives for each term in (2.10). Observe
first that
a1[|] :=|
1
0

M
|(K dy)[t|] dt= 12 
M
|{ || 2 dy+
M
K[0] | dy, (2.12)
by (2.9.1), and
d
d= } ==0 a1[|+=’]=M ’(K ds)[|], (2.13)
which implies that a1[|] is the conformal primitive of the first term
M ’(K ds)[|] in (2.10). Second, it is obvious that
a2[|] :=
M
|((H 2&2 |L| 2) dy)[0] (2.14)
is the conformal primitive of M ’((H
2&2 |L| 2) ds)[|] in light of the
invariant property in (2.11). For the term M ’NH, we have
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b[|] :=|
1
0

M
(H|N ds)[t|] dt,
=
M
H|N&
M
(|N)2
= 14 {M H2[0]&M(H 2[0]&4H[0] |N+4(|N)2)=
= 14 {M (H 2 ds)[0]&M (H 2 ds)[|]= , (2.15)
and
d
d= } ==0 b[|+=’]=M H’N&2 M ’N|N
=
M
(H’N ds)[|], (2.16)
which implies that b[|] is the conformal primitive of M (H’N ds)[|].
The last term in the expression (2.10) is M (’ ; NN ds)[|]. Via a direct
computation, we have
c[|] :=|
1
0

M
(| ; NN ds)[t|] dt,
=
M
| ; NN& 12 
M
(|N)2+ 12 
M
|{ || 2.
Using (2.9.2) and (2.9.3), one obtains
1
2 (F+
1
4 H
2) [|] e2|
= 12 (F+
1
4H
2) [0]&| ; NN+ 122 |&
1
2 |{ ||
2+ 12 (|N)
2. (2.17)
Thus
c[|]= 12{M ((F+ 14H 2) ds) [0]&M ((F+ 14H2) ds) [|]= . (2.18)
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Moreover
d
d= } ==0 c[|+=’]=M (’ ; NN ds)[|], (2.19)
which implies that c[|] is the conformal primitive of M(’ ; NN ds)[|].
In summary, we have:
Theorem 2.2. Let M be a compact 3-manifold with smooth boundary.
Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 and that (A, B) has no zero eigen-
value, one has
&
1
2l
log
det(A, B)[|]
det(A, B)[0]
=:1 {12 M |{| | 2 dy+M K[0] | dy=
+:2 
M
|((H 2&2 |L| 2) dy)[0]
+
1
4
; {M (H2 ds)[0]&M (H 2 ds)[|]=
+
1
2
# {M \\F+
1
4
H 2+ ds+ [0]
&
M \\F+
1
4
H 2+ ds+ [|]= . (2.20)
for some constants :1 , :2 , ; and # depending only on (A, B).
3. FUNCTIONAL DETERMINANTS IN DIMENSION 4
In this section, we will compute, on compact 4-manifolds with boundary,
the quotient of the zeta functional determinant of (A, B) under the assump-
tions that they satisfy the analytic, naturality and conformal assumptions
in Section 2. Our goal is, to the possible extent, to write each expression in
the formula in terms of some intrinsic geometric quantity. We shall retain
all notations in previous sections and set
J={6,
V=(\&Jg)2,
C ijkl=R
i
jkl+Vjk $
i
l&Vjl$
i
k+V
i
lgjk&V
i
k gjl .
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where C is the Weyl conformal curvature tensor. C, V, J carry the informa-
tion in a way which is better adapted to conformal variational calculations
than are R, \, {.
We now recall from [BG-2] all abbreviations of local scalar and
argumented invariants of order 3 on M in the following table:
TABLE 3.1
Abbr. Invar. Abbr. Invar.
X1 Rijij | N X2 RijijLaa
X3 RaNaNLbb X4 RaNbNLab
X5 RcacbLab X6 LaaLbbLcc
X7 LaaLbc Lbc X8 LabLbc Lca
Y1( f ) f |N Rijij Y2( f ) f |NNLaa
Y3( f ) f:aa Lbb Y4( f ) f |N LaaLbb
Y5( f ) f |NRaNaN Y6( f ) f:abLab
Y7( f ) f |NLabLab Y8( f ) f |iiN
Z1( f, f ) f |N f |NN Z2( f, f ) f |N f:aa
Z3( f, f ) f |N f |NLaa Z4( f, f ) f:a f:aLbb
Z5( f, f ) f:a f:bLab Z6( f, f ) f:a( f |N):a
E1( f, f, f ) f |N f:a f:a E2( f, f, f ) f |N f |N f |N
In the following lemma we shall list all the conformal variations of the local
invariants X1 , X2 , ..., X8 . The computations of these formulas, although
tedious, is quite straight forward and can be found in the proof of
Lemma 3.4, Lemma 3.11, and Lemma 3.13 in [BG-2].
Lemma 3.1. Let X i[|]=Xi[|] e3|, Yi=Yi (|)[0], Zi=Zi (|, |)[0],
Ei=Ei (|, |, |)[0]. Then
X 1[|]=X1[0]&2Y1&6Y8+12Z2&12Z3&12Z5&12Z6+12E1+12E2
X 2[|]=X2[0]&3Y1&6Y2&6Y3+6Y4+18Z1
+18Z2&24Z3&6Z4+18E1+18E2
X 3[|]=X3[0]&3Y2&Y3+Y4&3Y5+9Z1+3Z2&3Z3&2Z4+6E1
X 4[|]=X4[0]&Y2&Y5&Y6+Y7+3Z1+Z2&Z3&Z4+Z5+2E1
X 5[|]=X5[0]&Y1&Y3+Y4+2Y5&Y6+Y7
+4Z2&6Z3&Z4+Z5+2E1+6E2
X 6[|]=X6[0]&9Y4+27Z3&27E2
X 7[|]=X7[0]&2Y4&3Y7+9Z3&9E2
X 8[|]=X8[0]&3Y7+3Z3&3E2 .
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Next we will compute the conformal variation of another local invariant,
which is divergence free hence vanishes when integrated over M. As we
shall see, the consideration of invariant of this type leads us to the dis-
covery of conformal covariant operators of bidegree (3, 0) as we have men-
tioned in the Introduction of this article.
Lemma 3.2. Let X9=&2 H=Laa | bb , Y9=Y9(|)[0]=&2 N|, Y10(|)[0]
={ H { |. Then:
X9[|] e3|=X9[0]&Y3&3Y9&Y10+3Z2+3Z6 .
Proof. This lemma follows again from a direct computation. Notice
that
2 =2 [0]=&
1
- g~ 0
a(- g~ 0 g~ ab0 b),
e3|2 [|]=&
1
- g~ 0
a(e| - g~ 0 g~ ab0 b),
and
e|H[|]=H[0]&3N|.
Therefore
e3|2 [|] H[|]=&
1
- g~ 0
a(e| - g~ 0 g~ ab0 bH[|])
=&2 |(H&3N|)+{ | } { (H&3N|)+2 H&32 N|
=2 H&32 N|&H 2 |+{ H } { |&3Z2&3Z6 .
Lemma 3.3. Let
T[0]=& 112X1+
1
6X2&X4+
1
9X6&
1
3X8&
1
3X9
and
P3[0](|)=&13Y1&
2
3Y3+Y5+Y6+
1
2Y8+Y9+
1
3Y10 .
Then
P3[0](|)+T[0]=T[|] e3|. (3.1)
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This lemma follows by direct computation from Lemma 3.1 and
Lemma 3.2. Here we would like to point out that T and P3 are both
defined on a boundary M of a 4-manifold M and they depend not only
on the intrinsic geometry of M but also on how M behaves as a bound-
ary of (M, g). Nevertheless, as a simple consequence of Lemma 3.3, P3 has
the following conformally covariant property. Namely:
Proposition 3.1.
P3[|](,)=e&3|P3[0](,), (3.2)
for all ,, | # C(M ), that is P3 is conformal covariant of bidegree (3, 0)
on M.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 we have
P3[|](,)+T[|]=T[|+,] e3,,
P3[0](|+,)+T[0]=T[|+,] e3|+3,.
By multiplying e3| to the first equation, and subtracting the second equa-
tion, we obtain Eq.(3.2) as a consequence of Eq. (3.1).
Remark 3.1. For the record, we will write down the explicit formula for
P3 and T
P3=&12 N2&2 N+
2
3H2 +Lab{ a{ b+
1
3{ H } { +(F&2J) N
and
T=&12 NJ+JH&(G, L)+
1
9 H
3& 13Tr L
3+ 132 H,
where (G, L)=RaNbNLab . For example in the 4-dimensional unit ball B4
with its standard metric, we have
P3=&12N2&2 N+2
and
T=2.
We will see in [CQ-2], the above formulas play some important roles in
our effort to identify extremal metrics conformal to the standard metric of
the zeta functional determinant on B4. (see also Remark 3.3 below)
Remark 3.2. In many sense, P3 is a natural analogue of a sequence of
well-known differential operators. First we recall that on compact surface
(m=2), P2=2 is a conformal covariant operator of bidegree (2, 0). On
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compact 4-manifold, there is also a natural linear operator of degree 4 in
the literature [P, ES] called the Paneitz operator, defined as
P4=22+$[2J&4V } ] d, (3.3)
which is conformal covariant of bidegree (4, 0). Here d is the exterior
derivative, $ is the formal adjoint of d, and V } is the bundle
endomorphism .=(.i) [ (V ji .j) on the cotangent bundle T*M.
We would like to point out that, based on techniques developed in
[FG], in [GJMS] they have constructed conformal covariant operators of
bidegree (n, 0), where n is an even integer with nm on compact manifold
of dimension m.
On the other hand, on compact surface M with boundary, if we denote
P1 as the Neumann operator defined on M, then P1 is a boundary
operator which satisfies
P1[|](,)=e&|P1[0](,),
for all ,, | # C(M ), thus we say P1 as conformal covariant of bidegree
(1, 0) on M. We view the operator P3 introduced above as a natural
analogue of P1 on 3-manifolds which are boundary of compact 4-manifolds.
Another common property of the operators Pi , i=1, 2, 3, 4 above is that
each is associated with a natural curvature operator of degree i with rela-
tion similar as in equation (3.1). For P1 the curvature operator associated
with it is the geodesic curvature k, and for P2 , it is the Gaussian curvature
K. That is, on compact surface M, we have
2[0](|)+K[0]=K[|] e2| on M,
and

n
[0](|)+k[0]=k[|] e| on M,
for all | # C(M ).
On compact 4-manifold, the natural curvature associated with the
Paneitz operator is the Paneitz quantity
Q=&2 |V| 2+2J2+2J
with
P4|+Q[0]=Q[|] e4|. (3.4)
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Remark 3.3. It is also worthy pointing out that curvature Q also
appears in the ChernGaussBonnet formula for compact 4-manifolds M
without boundary:
c(M)=(32?2)&1 |
M
( |C| 2+4Q) dx.
Actually Q differs from the original ChernGaussBonnet integrand by the
term 2J. For compact 4-manifolds with boundary, ChernGaussBonnet
formula is
/(M)=(32?2)&1 |
M
( |C| 2+4Q) dx+(4?2)&1 
M
(T&L4&L5) dy, (3.5)
where
L4= &
1
3X2+X3&X4+X5 ,
L5= &
2
9X6+X7&X8 ,
and they are both pointwise conformally invariant by Lemma 3.5 in
[BG-2]. Actually, the original term which has appeared in the
ChernGaussBonnet formula above was the term S in the place of T,
where T=S+ 132 H, i.e., S and T differ by a divergence term. It is also
worthwhile to mention that the pair (K, k) plays the central role in the
study of the zeta functional determinants in dimension 2 in light of (1.6)
(see [OPS-1, OPS-2]), as the pair (Q, T ) will play a similar role in the
study of similar functional in dimension 4 in [CQ-2].
Remark 3.4. It is easy to check that on Rm with Euclidean metric,
(2)m2 is a operator of bi-degree (m, 0) (see [GJMS]). Through different
approaches, Beckner [Be-1] and Branson [B-1] have independently dis-
covered the corresponding operator on Sm. These operators, which we
shall name as generalized Paneitz operator Pm on Sm, have played impor-
tant role in the study of functional determinants on Sm (see [B-2, BCY,
CY]). It turns out on the unit ball B4 of dimension 4 with its standard
metric,
P3(,)=P3(,) on B4,
for , # C(B 4) and P4(,)=22(,)=0, where P3=2 (2 +1)12 is the Paneitz
operator on the standard S3 (see [CQ-2]). We would like also to remark
in general we do not know if there exists conformally covariant intrinsic
operator of degree 3 on compact 3-manifolds.
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Remark 3.5. We also notice that there are actually two more operators
which behave like P3 on 4-manifolds with boundary. They are
P13[0](,)=(3 |L|
2&H2) N,[0]
P23[0](,)=(&H2 ,&H, ; NN+(3RaNaN&6J&
1
3 H
2) N,) [0],
where the superindices stand for the order of differentiation of the above
two operators (the order for P3 is 3). P13 is conformally covariant like P3 ,
P13[|](,)=e
&3|P13[0](,),
and there is a curvature T 1= 19H
3&Tr L3 associate to P13 which satisfies
the equation
P13[0](|)+T
1[0]=T1[|] e3|,
just like (3.1). But P23 only satisfies a weaker conformally covariant condi-
tion
d
dt M (P
2
3(|) dx)[t|]=0,
and it will be clear that there is no curvature associated with P23 in the
above manner (see Lemma 3.5 below).
Applying the conformal index property (2.5) and arguments similarly as
we have in the proof of Corollary 2.1 in Section 2, for operators (A, B)
satisfying the analytic, natuality and conformal assumptions, Branson and
Gilkey [BG-2] has simplified the formula of a4( f, A, B) as
a4(’, A, B)=;1 | ’ |C| 2+;2 { 12| ’Q+ ’S=
+;3 {| ’2J& 16  ’X1=+;4  ’L4
+;5  ’L5+ :
8
&=1
}&Y&(’), (3.6)
where the constants ;+ , +=1, ..., 5 and }& , &=1, ..., 8 depend only on the
operator (A, B). Notice that there are a total of 13 undetermined coefficients
in the formula in (3.6).
Now using the local invariant T introduced above we may rewrite the
above formula of a4(’, A, B)
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a4(’, A[|], B[|])
=;1 |
M
’( |C| 2 dv)[|]
+;2 { 12 |M ’(Q dv)[|]+M ’(T ds)[|]=+;4 M ’(L4 ds)[|]
+;3 {|M ’(2J)[|]&M ’(JN ds)[|]+M (J’N ds)[|]=
+;5 
M
’(L5 ds)[|]+;6 
M
’(2 H ds)[|]
+;7 
M
’(RaN ; a ds)[|]
+#1 
M
(J’N ds)[|]+#2 
M
(F’N ds)[|]+#3 
M
(H2’N ds)[|]
+#4 
M
( |L| 2 ’N ds)[|]+#5 
M
(H’ ; NN ds)[|]
+#6 
M
(’ ; NNN ds)[|]
:= :
7
i=1
;ibi (’, A[|], B[|])+ :
6
j=1
#j cj (’, A[|], B[|]). (3.7)
Remark 3.6. We have rearranged the eight integrals of argumented
local invariants Y$& s as they originally appeared in [BG-2] to better serve
our purpose later.
Proposition 3.2. Let M be a Riemannian manifold of dimension m with
smooth boundary. Suppose that (A, B) satisfies analytic, naturality, and con-
formal assumptions. Then am(’, A[|], B[|]) has a conformal primitive.
Proof. In light of (2.6), we only need to show that the term
|
M
’ \ :*j=0 |,j |
2 dx+ [|]
possesses a conformal primitive. The candidate for the primitive certainly is
I[|]=|
1
0 {|M | \ :*j=0 |,j |
2 dx+ [t|]= dt.
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By a direct computation we have
d
d= } ==0 I[|+=’]=|
1
0 {|M ’ \ :*j=0 |,j |
2 dx+ [t|]
+|
M
|
d
d= } ==0 \ :*j=0 |,j |
2 dx+ [t(|+=’)]= dt.
Therefore to prove the proposition, it suffices to prove that
|
M
|
d
d= } ==0 \ :*j=0 |,j |
2 dx+ [t(|+=’)]=|M t’
d
dt \ :*j=0 |,j |
2 dx+ [t|].
(3.8)
Now by the conformal assumptions, we can construct *j=0 |,j |
2 [|] from
an orthonormal basis [,j[0]] of the zero eigenspace at the background
metric. First [,j[0] e&a2|] (where (a1 , a2) is the conformal bidegree of A)
is a basis for the zero eigenspace at the metric g| for the boundary problem
(A, B) under the conformal assumption, but it is in general not orthonor-
mal. Applying the Schmidt procedure, we can construct an orthonormal
basis [,j[|]] from [,j[0] e&a2|] as:
,1[|]=
1
(M |,1 |
2 [0] e(m&2a2) | dx)12
,1 [0] e&a2|
and
,2[|]=
\,2[0]&M ,1[0] ,2[0] e
(m&2:2) | dx
M |,1 |
2 [0] e(m&2a2) | dx
,1[0]+ e&a2|
\|M },2[0]&
M ,1[0] ,2[0] e
(m&2a2) | dx
M | ,1 |
2 [0] e(m&2a2) | dx
,1[0]}
2
e(m&2a2) | dx+
12 ,
etc. Since it is not hard to see that
|
d
d= } ==0 e:t(|+=’)=t’
d
dt
e:t| for any real :,
from this relation we can verify (3.8) directly. This finishes the proof of
Proposition 3.2.
We will now begin to apply Proposition 3.2 to find some implicit rela-
tionships between the coefficients ;i , #i (i=1, 2, ..., 7, j=1, 2, ..., 6) in the
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formula (3.7). It turns out there are two such relations (3.40.1) (or
(3.40.2)). We will summarize the result in Theorem 3.1.
First we define
a4[|]=|
1
0
a4(|, A[t|], B[t|]) dt,
bi[|]=|
1
0
bi (|, A[t|], B[t|]) dt, (3.9)
ci[|]=| 0 ci (|, A[t|], B[t|]) dt.
We notice that by a direct application of Proposition 3.2, we have
d
d= } ==0 a4[|+=’]=a4(’, A[|], B[|]). (3.10)
Next we will compute bi[|], cj[|]. It will be clear from our computa-
tion that not each term bi[|], cj[|] is a conformal primitive. Compare
this phenomenon to the expression in (3.10), we will discover some implicit
relations between ;i and #i . Notice that this type of phenomenon does not
happen in the 3-dimensional situation in Section 2.
For the computation of bi[|], we observe that
b1[|]=|
M
|( |C| 2 dv)[|]
(3.11)
d
d= } ==0 b1[|+=’]=b1(’, A[|], B[|])
and similarly,
b4[|]=
M
|(L4 ds)[|]
d
d= } ==0 b4[|+=’]=b4(’, A[|], B[|])
(3.12)
b5[|]=
M
|(L5 ds)[|]
d
d= } ==0 b5[|+=’]=b5(’, A[|], B[|]).
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For ;3’s term, via direct computation we have
b3[|]=
1
2 {|M(J 2 dv)[|]&|M(J2 dv)[0]=
(3.13)
d
d= } ==0 b3[|+=’]=|M(J2’ dv)[|]=b3(’, A[|], B[|]).
So far all terms we have treated above are conformal primitives
individually. For simplicity of writing the computation of the rest of terms,
we shall use the following abbreviations:
TABLE 3.2
Abbr. Integrals Abbr. Integrals
I1 
M
’(2 N| ds)[0] J1 
M
(H |{ || 2 ds)[0]
I2 
M
’(N|2 | ds)[0] J2 
M
(H(N|)2 ds)[0]
I3 
M
’({ | } { N| ds)[0] J3 
M
(L({ |, { |) ds)[0]
I4 
M
(N’ 2 | ds)[0] J4 
M
(|N|;NN ds)[0]
I5 
M
(’N | ;NN ds)[0] J5 
M
(|N2 | ds)[0]
I6 
M
(N’ |{ || 2 ds)[0] J6 
M
(N| |{ || 2 ds)[0]
I7 
M
(’;NN |N ds)[0] J7 
M
((|N)3 ds)[0]
For ;2’s term, we have from (3.1) and (3.5) that
b2[|]
= 14 |
M
|P4| dv[0]+ 12 |
M
|(Q dv)[0]+ 12 
M
|P3| ds[0]+
M
|(T ds)[0]
= 14 |
M
|2||2+|
M
J |{||2& 12 |
M
Ric({|, {|)+ 13J1&
1
4J2&
1
2J3+
1
4J4&
3
4J5
+ 12 |
M
|(Q dv)[0]+
M
|(T ds)[0]. (3.14)
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From this we have
d
d= } ==0 b2[|+=’]=b2(’, A[|], B[|])
+
1
4 |M [|P4 ’&’P4|] dv[0]
+
1
2 M [|P3’&’P3|] ds[0].
Since
|
M
|P4 ’ dv[0]&|
M
’P4| dv[0]
={M |N2’&M ’N2|=+{M N’2|&M N|2’=
+{M 4J|N’&M 4J’N|={M 2RaN ’|a&M 2RaN|’a=
+{M 2F’N|&M 2F|N’=
and
2 {M |P3’ ds[0]&M ’P3| ds[0]=
={&M |N 2’+M ’N2|=
+{&M 2| 2 N’+M 2’ 2 N|=+{ 34 \M H| 2 ’&M H’ 2 |+
+
2
3 \M |{ H } { ’&M ’{ H } { |+
+2 \M |Lab ’ ; ab&M ’Lab| ; ab+={&M 4J|N’+M 4J’N|=
+{&M 2F’N|+M 2F|N’= .
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Using Codazzi identity
RaN=Lbb ; a&Lab;b
we see that
4
3 \M H| 2 ’&M H’ 2 |++ 23 \M |{ H } { ’&M ’{ H } { |+
+2 \M |Lab’ ; ab&M ’Lab| ; ab+
=&
M
2RaN’|a+
M
2RaN|’a .
Therefore
d
d= } ==0 b2[|+=’]=b2(’, A[|], B[|])+
1
4
[I1&I4&I5+I7]. (3.15)
For ;6’s term, we apply Lemma 3.2 to obtain
b6[|]=
M
|2 H& 12J1&
2
3J5+J6 , (3.16)
hence
d
d= } ==0 b6[|+=’]=b6(’, A[|], B[|])+ 23 I1&I2+I3& 23I4+I6 . (3.17)
For ;7’s term, first by a direct computation we have
RaN ; a[|] e3|=RaN ; a[0]+22 N|&2(Lab|a) ; b+2{ | } { N|&2N02 |,
(3.18)
thus
b7[|]=
M
|RaN ; a[0]+J3+J5& 23 J6 , (3.19)
and
d
d= } ==0 b7[|+=’]=b7(’, A[|], B[|])&I1+
2
3
I2&
2
3
I3+I4&
2
3
I6 . (3.20)
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For #1’s term, we first observe
(N’J)[|] e3|=N’J[|] e2|=(N’J)[0]+N’2|&N’ |{|| 2. (3.21)
Then via a direct computation, we have
c1[|]=
M
N|J[0]+ 12J2&
1
2J4+
1
2J5&
1
3J6&
1
3J7 , (3.22)
hence
d
d= } ==0 c1[|+=’]
=c1(’, A[|], B[|])+
1
2
I1&
2
3
I2+
2
3
I3&
1
2
I4+
1
2
I5+
2
3
I6&
1
2
I7 .
(3.23)
For #2’s term, we first observe
F[|] e2|=F[0]+2 |+HN|&3| ; NN&2 |{ || 2. (3.24)
Thus
c2[|]=
M
N|F[0]+ 12J2&
2
3J4+
1
2J5&
2
3J6 , (3.25)
and
d
d= } ==0 c2[|+=’]
=c2(’, A[|], B[|])+
1
2
I1&
3
4
I2+
3
4
I3&
1
2
I4+
3
2
I5+
3
4
I6&
3
2
I7 .
(3.26)
For #3’s term, we recall that
H[|] e|=H&3N|
(3.27)
H2[|] e2|=H 2[0]&6HN|+9Nw2.
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Then we compute to get
c3[|]=
M
N|H 2[0]&3 
M
H(N|)2+3 
M
(N|)3
= 19 {M (H3 ds)[0]&M (H3 ds)[|]= , (3.28)
and
d
d= } ==0 c3[|+=’]=c3(’, A[|], B[|]). (3.29)
For #4’s term, we compute directly
Lab[|] e|=Lab[0]&N|$ab
(3.30)
|L| 2 [|] e2|=|L2| [0]&2HN|+3(N|)2.
We then conclude
c4[|]=
M
N| |L| 2 [0]&
M
H(N|)2+
M
(N|)3
= 13{M (Tr L3 ds)[0]&M (Tr L3 ds)[|]= , (3.31)
and
d
d= } ==0 c4[|+=’]=c4(’, A[|], B[|]). (3.32)
For #5’s term, by a direct computation we have
(’ ; NN)[|] e2|=’ ; NN&N’N|+na |a
H[|](’ ; NN)[|] E 3|=H’ ; NN&3‘ ; NN|N&HN’N| (3.33)
+3N’(N|)2+H’a |a&3’a |aN|.
Then we obtain
c5[|]=
M
| ; NNH+ 12 J1&
1
2J2&
2
3J5&J6+J7 , (3.34)
and
d
d= } ==0 c5[|+=’]=c5(’, A[|], B[|])+I2&I3&
3
2
I5&I6+
3
2
I7 . (3.35)
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For the last term, it is necessary to compute (’ ; NNN)[|] e3|. First recall
that
( f ; ij)[|] e2|=( f ; ij)[0]+:
k
(|kfk $ij&|i fk$kj)&|j fi (3.36.1)
and
f ; ijk[|] e3|=&2f ; ij[|] e2||k+(e2|f ; ij[|]) ; k[0]
+e2|f ; lj[|](|l $ik&|i$lk)+e2|f ; il[|](|l $jk&|j$lk).
(3.36.2)So
’ ; NNN[|] e3|=’ ; NNN+| ; aN’a+3’ ; aN|a&| ; NN’N
&3’ ; NN|N+2N’(N|)2&2N’|a |a&4‘a |aN|. (3.36.3)
Thus we get
c6[|]=
M
| ; NNN&2J4+2J5&2J6+ 23 J7 (3.37)
and
d
d= } ==0 c6[|+=’]=c6(’, A[|], B[|])+I1&I4&I5+I7 . (3.38)
Now by (3.10) and the independence of the 7 integrals
I1 , I2 , I3 , I4 , I5 , I6 , I7 .
we conclude that
1
4;2+
2
3;6&;7+
1
2#1+
1
2#2+#6=0
&;6+ 23 ;7&
2
3#1&
3
4#2+#5=0
;6& 23 ;7+
2
3#2&#5=0
& 14;2&
2
3;6+;7&
1
2#1&
1
2#2&#6=0 (3.39)
& 14;2+
1
2#1+
2
3#2&
2
3#5&#6=0
;6& 23;7+
2
3#1+
3
4#2&#5=0
1
4;2&
1
2#1&
2
3#2+
2
3#5+#6=0
from (3.15), (3.17), (3.20), (3.23), (3.26), (3.25), and (3.38). Simplify the
system (3.39) we arrive at the equations
{;1+3;6&2;7&2#2+3#5+4#6=0&3;6+2;7&2#1&4#2+3#5=0, (3.40.1)
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or equivalently the equations
{;2+6;6&4;7+2#1+2#2+4#6=0;2&2#1&6#2+6#5+4#6=0. (3.40.2)
We summarize our results as
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a compact 4-manifold with smooth boundary.
Suppose (A, B) satisfy the three assumptions in Proposition 3.2, then the
undetermined coefficients in (3.7) satisfy (3.40).
Notice that we have thus reduced the number of undetermined coef-
ficients in the expression of a4(’, A[|], B[|]) from 13 to 11.
In a continuing effort to express the terms in a4(’, A[|], B[|]) in
geometric quantity, we will now begin to express each of the term bi[|],
cj[|] above into combination of the conformal variations of integrals of
boundary local scalar invariants of order 3. We first notice that there are
eight such local scalar invariant terms. For simplicity we will use the
following abbreviations:
TABLE 3.3
Abbr Variations
A1
d
d= } ==0 M (NJ ds)[|+=’]
A2
d
d= } ==0 M (JH ds)[|+=’]
A3
d
d= } ==0 M (RaNaNH ds)[|+=’]
A4
d
d= } ==0 M (LabRaNbN ds)[|+=’]
A5
d
d= } ==0 M (Racbc Lab ds)[|+=’]
A6
d
d= } ==0 M (H 3 ds)[|+=’]
A7
d
d= } ==0 M (H |L| 2 ds)[|+=’]
A8
d
d= } ==0 M (Tr L 3 ds)[|+=’]
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We will also use the following abbreviations:
TABLE 3.4
Abbr. Previous Integrals
B1(’, |) b6(’, A[|], B[|]) 
M
’(2 H ds)[|]
B2(’, |) b7(’, A[|], B[|]) 
M
’(RaN ; a ds)[|]
B3(’, |) c1(’, A[|], B[|]) 
M
(JN’ ds)[|]
B4(’, |) c2(’, A[|], B[|]) 
M
(FN’ ds)[|]
B5(’, |) c3(’, A[|], B[|]) 
M
(H 2N’ ds)[|]
B6(’, |) c4(’, A[|], B[|]) 
M
( |L|2 N’ ds)[|]
B7(’, |) c5(’, A[|], B[|]) 
M
(H’ ;NN ds)[|]
B8(’, |) c6(’, A[|], B[|]) 
M
(’ ;NNN ds)[|]
We have:
Lemma 3.4.
A1=B1&2B3+B4+B6+B7&B8
A2=B1&3B3+B5&B7
A3=B1&3B4+B5&3B7
A4=B1+B2&B4+B6&B7
(3.41)
A5=2B1+B2&6B3+2B4+B5+B6
A6=&9B5
A7=&2B5&3B6
A8=&3B6 .
We notice that in an ideal situation, we would like to solve the system
of equations in (3.41) and express all the Bi terms in term of the Ai
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(i=1, 2, ..., 8) terms. But this situation will never realize due to the follow-
ing relations between the Ai’s:
{&2A1+A3&A4+A5=0& 29A6+A7&A8=0. (3.42)
Equations (3.42) follow directly from the pointwise conformal invariance of
L4 and L5 . Thus the key observation we have is that due to Theorem 3.1,
i.e., the relations (3.40.1) and (3.40.2), we can nevertheless express the ;6 to
#6 part of the formula for a4(’, A[|], B[|]) in combinations of A$i s with
the exception of the following D[|] term.
Lemma 3.5. Define
D(’, |)=&B1&6B3+3B4& 13 B5&B7 . (3.43)
Then
d
dt
D(|, t|)=0,
hence
D[|]=|
1
0
D(|, t|) dt=D(|, 0), (3.44)
and
d
d= } ==0 D[|+=’]=D(’, |)&3[I1&I4&I5+I7]. (3.45)
Remark 3.7. D(’, |) is the same as M (P
2
3(’) ds)[|] introduced and
discussed in Remark 3.5. Notice that P23(’)[|] is the same as l2[|](’)
introduced in Lemma 3.15 in [BG-2]. There are two reasons why D(’, |)
is an interesting quantity. The first is that its one-directional conformal
primitive D[|] is very simple. The other reason is that b2[|]+ 112D[|] is
a conformal primitive of b2(’, A[|], B[|])+ 112D(’, |) via a direction
comparison between Eqs. (3.45) and (3.15).
We denote:
TABLE 3.5
B 1 := 14 (2B1&9B3+3B4) B 2 :=
1
3 B1+B2+
3
2 B3&
1
2 B4
B 3 := 16 (3B3&B1+B7) B 4 :=
1
6 (3B4&B1+3B7)
B 5 :=B5 B 6 :=B6
B 7 := 14 (2B7&3B3+3B4) B 8 :=B8&
1
3B1&
1
3 B7&2B3+B4 .
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Lemma 3.6.
;6 B1+;7B2+#1B3+ } } } +#6B8=
;2
12
D+ :
8
i=1
kiB i , (3.46)
where k1=;1 , k2=;2 , k3=#1 , k4=#2 , k5=#3+ 136 ;2 , k6=#4 , k7=#5 ,
k8=#6 . More importantly we have
B 1= 34 A2&
1
4 A3+
1
18A6
B 2=&12 A2&
1
6A3+A4&
2
27A6+
1
3A8
B 3=&16 A2&
1
54A6
B 4=&16 A3&
1
54A6
(3.47)
B 5=&19 A6
B 6=&13 A8
B 7= 14 A2&
1
4 A3
B 8=&A1+ 43A2&
2
3A3+
2
27A6&
1
3A8 .
Proof. This follows from a direct computation using (3.40.1), (3.40.2),
and (3.41).
Then using the expressions in (3.46) and (3.47) we arrive at the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let M be a 4-manifold with smooth boundary. Suppose
(A, B) satisfy the three assumptions in Proposition 3.2, then
a4(’, A[|], b[|])
=;1 |
M
’( |C| 2 dv)[|]
+;2 { 12 |M ’(Q dv)[|]+M ’(T ds)[|]=+;4 M ’(L4 ds)[|]
+;3 {|M ’(2J)[|]&M ’(JN ds)[|]+M (J’N ds)[|]=
+;5 
M
’(L5 ds)[|]+ :
6
i=1
*iAi (3.48)
for some constants [*i]6i=1 given in Table 3.6 below.
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TABLE 3.6
*1 :=&k8 *2 := 34k1&
1
2 k2&
1
6k3+
1
4k7+
4
3 k8
*4 :=k2 *3 := & 14 k1&
1
6k2&
1
6k4&
1
4k7&
2
3 k8
*6 := 13 (k2&k6&k8 *5 :=
1
18k1&
2
27 (k2&k8)&
1
54 (k3+k4)&
1
9k5
Recalling the fact that each Ai (see Table 3.3) is a conformal variation of
the integrals of the Xi ’s (see Table 3.1) introduced at the beginning, we
obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 3.1. Let M be a 4-manifold with smooth boundary. Suppose
that (A, B) satisfies the three assumptions in Theorem 2.1 and that (A, B)
has no zero eigenvalue. Then
&
1
2l
log
det(A, B)[|]
det(A, B)[0]
=;1 |
M
|( |C| 2 dv)[0]
+;2 {b2[|]+ 112 D[|]=+
1
2
;3 {|M (J2 dv)[|]&|M (J2 dv)[0]=
+;4 
M
|(L4 ds)[0]+;5 
M
|(L5 ds)[0]
+
1
6
*1 
M
((X1 ds)[|]&(X1 ds)[0])
+
1
6
*2 
M
((X2 ds)[|]&(X2 ds)[0])
+*3 
M
((X3 ds)[|]&(X3 ds)[0])
+*4 
M
((X4 ds)[|]&(X4 ds)[0])
+*5 
M
((X6 ds)[|]&(X6 ds)[0])
+*6 
M
((X8 ds)[|]&(X8 ds)[0]), (3.49)
where all constants ;i’s and *j’s depend only on (A, B).
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Finally, we will re-group the terms in (3.49) to better reflect the
geometric property of the boundary M of the manifold M. To this aim,
we choose a basis consisting of six independent integrals of boundary local
scalar invariants of order 3 listed below:

M
[(T ds)[|]&(T ds)[0]]

M
[({~ H ds)[|]&({~ H ds)[0]]

M
[(({H&3FH) ds)[|]&(({H&3FH) ds)[0]]
(3.50)

M
[((FH&3(G, L) ) ds)[|]&((FH&3(G, L) ) ds)[0]]

M
[(H3 ds)[|]&(H 3 ds)[0]]

M
[((H3&9Tr L3) ds)[|]&((H 3&9Tr L3) ds)[0]].
Remark 3.8 The first integral is a meaningful geometric term, as T is
the curvature operator which appears in ChernGaussBonnet formula.
The second term measures the total curvature of the boundary M when
we restrict H[|] to be a constant. The fourth and the last ones vanish
when the boundary M is umbilical, thus they measure the umbilicity of
boundary. The fifth one measures the variation of volume when H[|]
stays as a constant. The geometric meaning of the third term above is not
transparent, but as we shall see in [CQ-2], at least in the special case when
M=B4, the unit ball in R4, this term can be interpreted as a total cur-
vature of (M, M), and is connected to the Sobolov-Trace formula of
Escobar (see [E-1, E-2, E-3] and Beckner [Be-2]).
We can now change basis and express each Xi term in the formula (3.49)
above in our new basis, this amounts to solve the following equation:
{
& 112 +1=
1
6 *1
1
6 +1++2++3=
1
6*2
&2+2&3+3++4=*3 (3.51)
&+1&3+4=*4
1
9 +1+
7
9 +2++5++6=*5
& 13 +1&+2&9+6=*6 .
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Thus we have:
TABLE 3.7
+1 :=&2*1 +4 := 23 *1&
1
3*1
+2 := 13 *1+
1
2*2+*3+
1
3 *4 +5 :=
1
9 (9*5+*6&
2
3 *1&3*2&6*3&2*4)
+3 := & 13 *2&*3&
1
3 *4 +6 := &
1
9 (*6&
1
3 *1+
1
2*2+*3+
1
3 *4).
We conclude our final result as:
Theorem 3.3. Let M be a 4-manifold with smooth boundary. Suppose
that (A, B) satisfies the three assumptions in Theorem 2.1 and that (A, B)
has no zero eigenvalue. Then
&
1
2l
log
det(A, B)[|]
det(A, B)[0]
=;1 |
M
|( |C| 2 dv)[0]+;2 {b2[|]+ 112 D[|]=
+
1
2
;3 {|M (J2 dv)[|]&|M (J2 dv)[0]=
+;4 
M
|(L4 ds)[0]+;5 
M
|(L5 ds)[0]
++1 
M
((T ds)[|]&(T ds)[0])
++2 
M
(({~ H ds)[|]&({~ H ds)[0])
++3 
M
((({H&3FH) ds)[|]&(({H&FH) ds)[0])
++4 
M
(((FH&3(G, L) ) ds)[|]&((FH&3(G, L) ) ds)[0])
++5 
M
((H 3 ds)[|]&(H3 ds)[0])
++6 
M
(((H 3&9Tr L3) ds)[|]&((H 3&9Tr L3) ds)[0]), (3.52)
for some constant [+i]6i=1 given in Table 3.7.
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Remark 3.9. Suppose that A=L the conformal Laplacian and B=R
the Robin operator. Then, from the computation in [BG-1], we have up
to a common scale:
TABLE 3.8
;1=2 ;2= &8 ;3= &8 ;4=&4
;5= &8 +1=60 +2= & 43 +3=&
50
9
+4= &20 +5=& 229 +6= &
44
27 .
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